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Abstract
Constructing logical machines out of collections of physical machines is a well-known technique for improving
the robustness and fault tolerance of distributed systems.
We present a new, scalable replication architecture, built
upon logical machines specifically designed to perform well
in wide-area systems spanning multiple sites. The physical machines in each site implement a logical machine by
running a local state machine replication protocol, and a
wide-area replication protocol runs among the logical machines. Implementing logical machines via the state machine approach affords free substitution of the fault tolerance method used in each site and in the wide-area replication protocol, allowing one to balance performance and
fault tolerance based on perceived risk.
We present a new Byzantine fault-tolerant protocol that
establishes a reliable virtual communication link between
logical machines. Our communication protocol is efficient
(a necessity in wide-area environments), avoiding the need
for redundant message sending during normal-case operation and allowing a logical machine to consume approximately the same wide-area bandwidth as a single physical
machine. This dramatically improves the wide-area performance of our system compared to existing logical machine
based approaches. We implemented a prototype system and
compare its performance and fault tolerance to existing solutions.

1 Introduction
As network environments become increasingly hostile,
even well-protected distributed information systems, constructed with security in mind, are likely to be compromised
[1]. Byzantine fault-tolerant replication (e.g.,[5, 7, 27, 35])
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can be used to construct survivable information systems
that withstand partial compromises. Such systems are typically deployed in several local-area sites distributed across
a wide-area network. Practical solutions should have two
fundamental characteristics. First, they must achieve high
performance in large-scale deployments, which requires
the efficient use of limited wide-area inter-site bandwidth.
Second, they must offer customizability, because heterogeneous sites have different risk profiles resulting from varied
physical security, hardware, and performance requirements.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous replication architecture simultaneously provides these two properties.
This paper presents the first scalable wide-area replication system that (1) achieves high performance through the
efficient use of wide-area bandwidth and (2) allows customization of the fault tolerance approach used within and
among the local-area sites. Our architecture uses the state
machine (SM) approach [20, 37] to transform the physical machines in each site into a logical machine (LM), and
the logical machines run a wide-area protocol. Using the
state machine approach to build logical machines is a wellknown technique for cleanly separating the protocol used to
implement the logical machine from the protocol running
on top of it. Representative systems include Voltan [6],
Immune [30], BASE [35], Starfish [19], and Thema [28],
which are described in more detail in Section 8. The state
machine approach affords free substitution of the fault tolerance method used in each site and in the wide-area replication protocol, allowing a Byzantine or benign fault-tolerant
protocol to be selected depending on system requirements
and perceived risks.
All previous Byzantine fault-tolerant SM-based logical
machine abstractions send messages redundantly in order to
guarantee reliable communication in the presence of malicious protocol participants. Typically, to prevent malicious
servers from blocking the message transmission, at least
f + 1 servers in the sending LM will each send to f + 1
servers in the receiving LM, where f is the number of po-

tential faults in each LM.1 While this strategy works well on
local-area networks, where bandwidth is plentiful, it is impractical for replication systems that must send many messages over wide-area links. In our experience, it is widearea bandwidth and not computational constraints that limits the performance of well-engineered wide-area replication systems. To address this weakness, we present BLink,
the first Byzantine fault-tolerant communication protocol
that guarantees efficient wide-area communication between
logical machines. BLink is specifically designed for use
in systems where (1) the physical machines comprising an
LM are located in a LAN that provides low-latency, highbandwidth communication, and (2) the LMs are located in
different LANs, and are connected by high-latency, lowbandwidth links. BLink usually requires only one physical message to be sent over the wide-area network for each
message sent by the logical machine.
Our previous wide-area replication architecture, Steward [5], shares some similarities with our new architecture.
Both systems use a hierarchical logical machine architecture and provide high performance by efficiently utilizing
wide-area bandwidth. However, they use fundamentally
different techniques to construct their logical machines. The
servers comprising each LM in our new architecture totally
order all events that cause a state transition in the protocol
running on top of them (i.e., updates, acknowledgements,
and wide-area timeouts), and execute these events in the
same order. This is in striking contrast to the approach taken
in Steward, where the wide-area protocol makes state transitions based on unordered events. As a result, in Steward, the
protocols running within the sites and those running among
the sites are interdependent and cannot be separated. Consequently, the fault tolerance approach within and among
the sites cannot be customized. Since Steward runs a benign fault-tolerant wide-area protocol, it cannot survive a
site compromise. We describe precisely why the Steward
architecture is inflexible and inherently a poor match for diverse wide-area environments requiring customizability in
Section 2.
To mitigate the high cost of the additional ordering required by the state machine approach, we use two optimizations. First, we amortize the computational costs associated with digital signatures within the LM ordering protocol
using known aggregation techniques. Second, we demonstrate the first use of a Merkle tree [29] mechanism to amortize the cost of threshold signatures while producing a selfcontained, threshold-signed wide-area message. Amortizing optimizations enable an LM to process and send on the
order of a thousand wide-area messages per second, pre1 It may be possible to use a peer-based

protocol in which each of 2f +1
servers sends to a unique peer. To the best of our knowledge, no existing
system uses this method, except for Steward [5], which uses it sparingly to
send global view change messages.

venting LM throughput from limiting overall performance.
State machine based LMs augmented with BLink and the
Merkle tree optimization have precisely the necessary properties to build a customizable fault-tolerant replication system without sacrificing performance.
The contributions of this work are:
1. It presents a new hierarchical replication architecture
for wide-area networks that combines high performance and customizability of the fault tolerance approach used within each site and among the sites. Using a Byzantine fault-tolerant protocol on the wide area
protects against site compromises and offers fundamentally stronger security guarantees than our previous system.
2. It presents a new Byzantine fault-tolerant protocol,
BLink, that guarantees efficient wide-area communication between logical machines, each of which is constructed from several non-trusted entities, such that
messages usually require one send over the wide-area
network. The use of BLink increases performance
by over an order of magnitude in comparison to an
SM-based logical machine approach that uses previous communication protocols, which require at least
2f + 1, and typically (f + 1)2 , redundant sends.
3. It shows that by using optimizations that amortize the
computational cost of the logical machine ordering, the
new system achieves high performance, outperforming
the Steward system by a factor of 4 when running a
composition with the same level of fault tolerance.
We compare four possible compositions of the architecture, plus the Steward architecture, over emulated wide-area
networks. The experiments show that the composable architecture that runs a wide-area benign fault-tolerant protocol
and Byzantine local-area protocols within each site has performance that is 4 fold better than the original Steward architecture, which was the previous state of the art. Our new
architecture achieves 12 percent lower performance than
a new version of Steward that we developed for comparison that uses similar amortizing optimizations. This performance difference is the cost of providing clean separation and customizability. We also benchmarked a Byzantine
over Byzantine composition, which provides fundamentally
stronger fault tolerance than Steward, since Steward cannot survive a site compromise. While the systems are not
strictly comparable because they offer different guarantees,
the Byzantine over Byzantine composition performs 3 times
better than the original Steward and achieves 35 percent
lower performance than the new version of Steward that
uses amortizing optimizations.
The remainder of this paper is presented as follows. In
Section 2, we provide background on the state machine

replication protocols used in the implementation of our
composable architecture, as well as on Steward. Section
3 describes our system model and service guarantees. In
Section 4, we describe our system architecture. Section 5
presents the BLink protocol, and Section 6 describes our
performance optimizations. In Section 7, we evaluate the
performance of our architecture. Section 8 describes related
work, and Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 Background
While our composable architecture can use any of a
number of state machine replication protocols as the local or
wide-area protocol, this paper focuses on the use of Paxos
[21, 22] and BFT [7]. This section provides an overview
of Paxos and BFT. We also describe Steward [5], our previous wide-area hierarchical replication system. We benchmark our composable architecture using Paxos and BFT and
compare it to the performance of Steward in Section 7.
Paxos [21, 22] is a fault-tolerant protocol that enables a
group of distributed servers, exchanging messages via asynchronous communication, to totally order client requests in
a benign fault, crash-recovery model (enabling state machine replication). Paxos uses a leader to coordinate an
agreement protocol. If the leader fails, the other servers
elect a new leader, which coordinates sufficient reconciliation so that progress can safely continue. In the normal
case, when the leader does not fail, Paxos requires two communication rounds to order a message, one of which is an
all-to-all message exchange. Paxos continues to order client
updates if at least f + 1 out of 2f + 1 servers are connected
and functioning correctly.
BFT [7] also totally orders client requests, similar to
Paxos. However, it tolerates Byzantine faults, where compromised servers behave maliciously in an attempt to disrupt the system. BFT uses three communication rounds,
two of which are all-to-all message exchanges. It can survive f Byzantine server failures out of a total of 3f + 1.
BASE [35] describes an abstraction that is built upon BFT
and gives examples of how to use this abstraction to build
Byzantine fault-tolerant services. We use a similar abstraction to convert the servers in one site into a logical machine.
Steward [5] is a hierarchical SM replication architecture
for wide-area networks. It converts a group of servers in a
site into a logical entity that plays the role of a single participant in a wide-area protocol. However, it does not use
state machine replication to create logical machines. The
servers within a site pass incoming wide-area messages directly to the upper-level wide-area protocol, without ordering them within the site. For most messages, this eliminates the overhead associated with Byzantine fault-tolerant
agreement (Byzantine agreement is used only to assign a
sequence number to client updates). The price of this op-

timization is the need for customized protocols specifically
designed to overcome the temporary state divergence with
respect to the lower-level protocols. Steward has over ten
specialized protocols that run within and among the sites,
most of which are associated with global view changes.
Since the servers comprising a Steward LM do not proceed
through the same sequence of states, they must run special protocols to agree on the content of outgoing wide-area
messages. For example, when a site needs to send a summary of its knowledge, it runs the CONSTRUCT- GLOBAL CONSTRAINT protocol so that (1) the servers can agree on
a common state and (2) they can invoke the THRESHOLD SIGN protocol on the same message. Other wide-area messages require separate protocols. Note that the servers do
not exhibit state divergence with respect to the global SM
replication service. Steward can withstand f out of 3f + 1
Byzantine failures within each site but cannot survive even
a single site compromise.

3 System Model and Service Guarantees
Servers are organized into wide-area sites; each site has
a unique identifier. Each server belongs to one site and
has a unique identifier within that site. The network may
partition into multiple disjoint components, each containing
one or more sites. During a partition, servers from sites in
different components are unable to communicate with each
other. Components may subsequently re-merge. We can
use a state transfer mechanism (as in [8]) or an update reconciliation mechanism (as in [4]) to reconcile states after a
merge.
The free substitution property afforded by using SMbased logical machines allows our architecture to support
a rich configuration space. Each site can employ either a
Byzantine or a benign fault-tolerant SM replication protocol
to implement its LM, and the system can run either a benign
fault-tolerant or a Byzantine fault-tolerant wide-area protocol. We classify both servers and sites as either correct or
faulty (benign or Byzantine). A correct server adheres to its
protocol specification. A benign faulty server can crash but
otherwise adheres to the protocol. A Byzantine server can
deviate from its protocol specification in an arbitrary way.
In what follows, we assume that Paxos is used as our benign fault-tolerant protocol and BFT is used as our Byzantine fault-tolerant protocol. Different protocol choices
may require different assumptions (e.g., some Byzantine
fault-tolerant protocols require a smaller fraction of faulty
servers). A site running Paxos locally is benign faulty if
more than f servers in the site are benign faulty, where the
site has 2f + 1 servers. A site running Paxos locally is
Byzantine faulty if at least one server is Byzantine. Otherwise, the site is correct. A site running BFT is Byzantine
faulty if more than f servers in the site are Byzantine, where

the site has 3f + 1 servers; otherwise the site is correct.
When run on the wide area, Paxos can tolerate F benign
faulty sites, where there are 2F + 1 sites, but cannot tolerate a single Byzantine site; BFT can tolerate F Byzantine
sites.
Clients introduce updates into the system by communicating with the servers in their local site. Each update is
uniquely identified by a pair consisting of the identifier of
the client that generated the update and a unique, monotonically increasing sequence number. We say that a client proposes an update when the client sends the update to a correct
server in the local site, and the correct server receives it. A
client receives a reply to its update after the update has been
globally ordered and executed. Clients propose updates sequentially: a client, c, may propose an update with sequence
number ic +1 only after it receives a reply for an update with
sequence number ic . A client retransmits its last update if
no reply is received within a timeout period. Clients may be
faulty; updates from faulty clients will be replicated consistently. Access control techniques can be used to restrict the
impact of faulty clients.
We employ digital signatures, and we make use of
a cryptographic hash function to compute message digests. We assume that all adversaries are computationally
bounded such that they cannot subvert these cryptographic
mechanisms. When BFT is deployed within a site, the
servers in that site use an (f + 1, 3f + 1) threshold digital signature scheme [38]. Each site has a public key, and
each server receives a share with the corresponding proof
that can be used to demonstrate the validity of the server’s
partial signatures. We assume that threshold signatures are
unforgeable without knowing f + 1 or more shares.
Our system achieves replication via the state machine approach, establishing a global, total order on client updates
in the wide-area protocol. Each server executes an update
with global sequence number i when it applies the update
to its state machine. A server executes update i only after
having executed all updates with a lower sequence number.
Our replication system provides the following two safety
conditions:
D EFINITION 3.1 S1 - S AFETY: If two correct servers execute the ith update, then these updates are identical.
D EFINITION 3.2 S2 - VALIDITY: Only an update that was
proposed by a client may be executed.
When running Paxos on the wide area, these safety conditions hold as long as no site is Byzantine. When running
BFT on the wide area, the conditions hold as long as no
more than F sites are Byzantine. We refer to these conditions as the fault assumptions needed for safety. Since
no asynchronous, fault-tolerant replication protocol tolerating even one failure can always be both safe and live [16],

we provide liveness under certain synchrony conditions We
first define the following terminology and then specify our
liveness guarantee:
• Two servers are connected or a client and server are
connected if any message that is sent between them
will arrive in a bounded time. The protocol participants need not know this bound beforehand.
• Two sites are connected if every correct server in one
site is connected to every correct server in the other.
• A client is connected to a site if it can communicate
with all correct servers in that site.
• A site is stable with respect to time T if there exists a
set, S, of c servers within the site (with c = 2f + 1
for sites tolerant to Byzantine failures and c = f +
1 for sites tolerant to benign failures), where, for all
times T ′ > T , the members of S are (1) correct and (2)
connected. We call the members of S stable servers.
• Let F be the maximum number of sites that may be
faulty. The system is stable with respect to time T
if there exists a set, W , of r wide-area sites (with
r = F + 1 when sites may exhibit benign failures and
r = 2F + 1 when sites may be Byzantine) where, for
all times T ′ > T , the sites in W are (1) stable with respect to T and (2) connected. We call W the STABLE CONNECTED - SITES .
D EFINITION 3.3 L1 - G LOBAL L IVENESS : If the system
is stable with respect to time T and the fault assumptions
needed for safety are met, then if, after time T , a stable
server in the STABLE - CONNECTED - SITES receives an update which it has not executed, then that update will eventually be executed.

4 System Architecture
In our composable architecture, the physical machines
in each site implement a logical machine by running a local state machine replication protocol [20, 37]. We then
run a state machine replication protocol on top of these logical machines, among the sites. Using SM-based logical
machines is an established technique for cleanly separating
the implementation of the LM from the protocol running on
top of it. Our architecture leverages the flexibility afforded
by this technique, allowing one to customize the protocol
and type of fault tolerance desired, both within each LM
and among the LMs. Further, we can use the known safety
proof for the wide-area protocol (when run among single
machines), together with one for the local SM replication
protocol, to trivially prove safety for the composition. The
liveness proof is more complicated, but much simpler than
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what is necessary when the wide-area and local-area protocols are interdependent. See [3] for a more formal discussion of the safety and liveness properties. In the remainder
of this section, we first review how we use the SM approach
to build our logical machines, and then present several compositions of our architecture.
Implementing Logical Machines: The wide-area replication protocol running on top of our LMs runs just as it
would if it were run among a group of single machines, each
located in its own site. Each LM sends the same types of
wide-area messages and makes the same state transitions as
would a single machine running the wide-area replication
protocol. To support this abstraction, the physical machines
in each site use an agreement protocol to totally order all
events (messages and timeouts) that cause state transitions
in the wide-area protocol. The physical machines then execute the events in the agreed upon order. Thus, the LM
conceptually executes a single stream of wide-area protocol events. The LMs communicate using BLink to avoid
sending redundant wide-area messages.
The SM approach assumes that all events are deterministic. As a result, we must prevent the physical machines
from diverging in response to non-deterministic events. For
example, although the physical machines within a site may
fire a local timeout asynchronously, they must not act on the
timeout until its order is agreed upon. We use a technique
similar to BASE [35] to handle non-deterministic events. To
implement an LM timeout when a Byzantine fault-tolerant
agreement protocol is used, each server in the site sets a
local timer, and when this timer expires, it sends a signed
message to the leader of the agreement protocol. The leader
waits for f + 1 signed messages proving that the timer expired at at least one correct server and then orders a logical
timeout message (containing this proof).
Outgoing wide-area messages carry an RSA signature
[34]. When a logical machine is implemented with a benign fault-tolerant protocol, the message carries a standard
RSA signature. When running a Byzantine fault-tolerant
local protocol, the physical machines within the site generate an RSA threshold signature, attesting to the fact that
f + 1 servers agreed on the message. This prevents malicious servers within a site from forging a message. Moreover, outgoing messages carry only a single RSA (threshold) signature, saving wide-area bandwidth. Our architecture amortizes the high cost of threshold cryptography over
many outgoing messages. We use a technique similar to
Steward to prevent malicious servers from disrupting the
threshold signature protocol.
Protocol Compositions: The free substitution property
of our architecture makes it extensible, allowing one to use
any of several existing state of the art replication protocols,
both within each site and on the wide area. In this paper, we
focus on four compositions of our architecture, using two
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Figure 1: An example composition of four logical machines, each comprising several physical machines. The LMs receive wide-area protocol
messages via BLink, which passes these messages to the local-area ordering protocol (an independent instance of either Paxos or BFT). The localarea protocol passes locally ordered messages up to the wide-area protocol
(a single global instance of BFT), which executes them immediately. If a
state transition causes the wide-area protocol to send a message, the LM
generates a threshold signed message and passes it to Blink, which reliably
transmits it to the destination logical machine.

well-known, flat replication protocols: Paxos [21, 22] as our
benign fault-tolerant protocol, and BFT [7] as our Byzantine
fault-tolerant replication protocol. We refer to compositions
as wide-area protocol/local-area protocol. For example, we
refer to a composition which runs BFT on the wide area and
Paxos on the local area as BFT/Paxos.
Figure 1 shows a representative system having four logical machines, each running an independent local ordering
protocol. The logical machines run a single instance of BFT
on the wide-area to globally order client updates. Each LM
can be configured with any number of physical machines.
Since the wide-area protocol is BFT, the system can withstand a complete site compromise.
We conclude by providing an example of Paxos/BFT that
traces the flow of a client update through the system during
normal-case operation. First, a client sends an update to
a server in its own site, which forwards the update to the
leader site (i.e., the site coordinating the Paxos wide-area
protocol). Client updates are sent from a local server to the
leader site using a separate protocol, which is described in
[3]. The leader site LM uses BFT (requiring three local
communication rounds), to locally order the message event
corresponding to the reception of the update by the LM.
The LM generates a wide-area proposal message, binding a
global sequence number to the update. The message is then
threshold signed via a one-round protocol. The thresholdsigned proposal is then sent (using BLink) to the other sites.
Each non-leader LM orders the incoming proposal, generates an acknowledgement (accept) message for the proposal, and then sends the acknowledgement (using BLink)
to the other LMs. Each LM then orders the reception of
the accept message. When the proposal and a majority of
accepts are collected, the LM globally orders the client update, completing the protocol. We observe that the protocol
consists of many rounds, most of which are associated with
ordering incoming messages; this is the price to achieve
protocol separation.

5 BLink
To achieve high performance over the low-bandwidth
links characteristic of wide-area networks, our architecture
requires an efficient mechanism for passing messages between logical machines. As described in Section 4, each
LM is implemented by a replicated group of physical machines, some of which may be faulty. Faulty servers may
fail to send, receive, and/or disseminate wide-area messages. Existing protocols that use state machine based logical machines (e.g., [6, 28, 30]) overcome this problem by redundantly sending all messages between logical machines.
For example, in a system tolerating f faults, each of f + 1
servers in the sending LM might send the outgoing message
to f + 1 servers in the receiving LM. While this overhead
may be acceptable in high-bandwidth LANs or systems supporting a small number of faults, the approach (or even one
with O(f ) overhead) is poorly suited to large-scale widearea deployments.
Steward [5] avoids sending redundant messages during
normal-case operation by choosing one server (the site representative) to send outgoing messages. Steward employs
a coarse-grained mechanism to monitor the performance of
the representative, using a lack of global progress to signal
that the representative may be acting faulty and should be
replaced. This approach has two undesired consequences:
timeouts for detecting faulty behavior can be significantly
higher than they need to be, and the communication protocol is (1) not generic and (2) tightly coupled with global
and local protocols, making it unusable in our customizable
architecture.
In this section we present the Byzantine Link protocol
(BLink), a new Byzantine fault-tolerant protocol that allows
logical machines to efficiently communicate with each other
over the wide-area network, regardless of the protocols they
are running.2 BLink consists of several sub-protocols; the
sub-protocol deployed between the sending and the receiving logical machines is based on the fault tolerance method
employed in each site: (benign, benign), (Byzantine, benign), (benign, Byzantine), and (Byzantine, Byzantine). We
first focus on the most challenging case, where each LM
runs a Byzantine fault-tolerant protocol. We then describe
the other sub-protocols in Section 5.2.

5.1

(Byzantine, Byzantine) Sub-protocol

BLink establishes a reliable communication link between two LMs using three techniques. The first technique
provides a novel way of delegating the responsibility for
wide-area communication such that (1) messages are normally sent only once and (2) the adversary is unable to
2 The term “link” refers to the logical communication link established
between LMs. In particular, BLink operates over UDP.

repeatedly block communication between two logical machines. The second technique leverages the power of threshold cryptography and state machine replication to allow the
servers in the sending LM to monitor the behavior of the
link and take action if it appears to be faulty. The third
technique ensures fairness by preventing the adversary from
starving any particular link.
Delegating Communication Responsibility: BLink
constructs a set of logical links from each LM to its neighboring LMs. These logical links are reliable, masking faulty
behavior at both the sending and receiving LMs. To support this abstraction, BLink defines a set of virtual links,
each consisting of one server (the forwarder) from the sending LM and one server (the peer) from the receiving LM.
The servers on a virtual link form a (forwarder, peer) pair.
The forwarder sends outgoing wide-area messages to the
peer, and the peer disseminates incoming messages to the
other servers in the receiving LM. The BLink logical link is
shown in Figure 2.
For each outgoing logical link, the sending LM delegates
communication responsibility to the forwarder of one of its
virtual links. This decision is made independently for each
outgoing logical link; different servers may act as forwarder
on different logical links, and the same server may act as
forwarder on multiple logical links. Since either the forwarder or the peer may be faulty, the other servers within the
sending LM monitor the performance of the virtual link and
move to the next virtual link (electing the next forwarder)
if the current forwarder is not performing well enough (we
define this notion more precisely below).
The properties of the logical link are based on (1) how
one defines the set of virtual links that compose the logical link and (2) the order through which the sending LM
proceeds through the virtual links in this set. We consider
the logical link between two logical machines, LMA and
LMB , where LMA has A′ = 3FA + 1 servers, and LMB
has B ′ = 3FB + 1 servers, with FA ≥ FB . In our construction, the set of virtual links in each logical link is simply
the set of all A′ · B ′ possible virtual links constructed by
choosing a server in LMA and a server in LMB . We define
a selection order for virtual links as an infinite sequence
hv0 , . . .i of virtual links; the LM cycles through the set of
virtual links according to this sequence.
We now describe the selection order used by our logical links. In what follows, LCM(x, y) denotes the least
common multiple of x and y, and GCD(x, y) denotes the
greatest common divisor of x and y. We define A′ series
of virtual links, each series indexed by s ∈ {0, . . . , A′ −
1}. Within each series, there are LCM(A′ , B ′ ) virtual
links, with each virtual link in the series indexed by i ∈
{0, . . . , LCM(A′ , B ′ ) − 1}. We denote virtual link i in series s as Ls,i and define it to connect the server in LMA with
server id i + s mod A′ to the server in LMB with server id
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Figure 2: A logical link in the (Byzantine, Byzantine) case is constructed
from (3FA + 1) · (3FB + 1) virtual links. Each virtual link consists of a
forwarder and a peer. At any time, one virtual link is used to send messages
on the logical link. A virtual link that is diagnosed as potentially faulty is
replaced.

i mod B ′ . We say that Ls,i = Lt,j if the two virtual links
connect the same pair of servers. Our construction uses the
following selection order P :
v0≤i = L⌊i/ LCM(A′ ,B ′ )⌋,i mod LCM(A′ ,B ′ )
Thus, our protocol selects virtual links by taking series in
ascending numerical order modulo A′ , starting with series
0, and within each series taking the virtual links in ascending numerical order. Figure 3 depicts an example with two
logical machines, each with four servers. The selection order defines four series, each with four virtual links. Note
that the servers in LMB wrap around modulo 4, while the
servers in LMA “shift” by one position from one series to
the next.
We state the following properties regarding the selection
order P (proofs are provided in the extended version of this
paper [3]):
1. ∀s ∀i ∀j6=i if s ∈ {0, . . . , A′ − 1} and i, j ∈
{0, . . . , LCM(A′ , B ′ ) − 1}, then Ls,i 6= Ls,j . In other
words, each series consists of LCM(A′ , B ′ ) distinct
virtual links.
2. ∀s ∀t6=s ∀i ∀j , where s, t ∈ {0, . . . , A′ − 1} and
i, j ∈ {0, . . . , LCM(A′ , B ′ ) − 1}, if s 6≡ t
(mod GCD(A′ , B ′ )) then Ls,i 6= Lt,j . In other
words, if the indices of two series s and t are not congruent modulo GCD(A′ , B ′ ), then s and t contain disjoint sets of virtual links.
3. For all s, the set S = {s mod A′ , . . . , (s +
GCD(A′ , B ′ ) − 1) mod A′ } of series contains A′ · B ′
disjoint virtual links. In other words, proceeding
through any set of GCD(A′ , B ′ ) consecutive series
cycles through the set of all virtual links.
Given Properties 1-3, we prove the following claim
about the ratio of correct virtual links (i.e., virtual links
where both forwarder and peer are correct) to faulty links:
Claim: The selection order P consists of consecutive
blocks of A′ · B ′ virtual links, and in each block the fraction
of correct virtual links is at least 4/9.
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Figure 3: An example BLink logical link and selection order, with FA =
FB = 1. Numbers refer to server identifiers. Boxed servers are faulty,
and their associated virtual links can be blocked by the adversary. The
selection order defines four series, each containing four virtual links. The
order repeats after cycling through all four series.

Proof: By construction, each block consists of
GCD(A′ , B ′ ) consecutive series modulo A′ and hence
Property 3 applies to each block. Consider any block. By
Property 3, all A′ · B ′ possible distinct virtual links are used
exactly once in the block.
Assume that FA servers in LMA are faulty and FB
servers in LMB are faulty. There are FA (3FB + 1) virtual links that have a faulty server from LMA . There are
FB (3FA + 1) virtual links that have a faulty server from
LMB . There are FA FB virtual links that have both a faulty
server from LMA and a faulty server from LMB . Taking
into account the virtual links with two faulty servers, there
are FA (3FB + 1) + FB (3FA + 1) − FA FB virtual links
with at least one faulty server. Let b be the fraction of virtual links with at least one faulty server. Then:
b

=
=
≤

FA (3FB + 1) + FB (3FA + 1) − FA FB
(3FA + 1)(3FB + 1)
5FA FB + FA + FB
9FA FB + 3FA + 3FB + 1
5/9

In addition to the ratio of correct virtual links to faulty
virtual links, we are also interested in the maximum number of consecutive faulty links through which the LM must
cycle before reaching a correct virtual link. We refer to this
value as V Lmax . In [3], we show that V Lmax is bounded
at 2FA .
Reliability and Monitoring: BLink uses thresholdsigned, cumulative acknowledgements to ensure reliability.
Each message sent on an outgoing logical link is assigned a
link-specific sequence number. Assigning these sequence
numbers consistently is simple, since outgoing messages
are generated in response to events totally-ordered by the
LM and can be sequenced using this total order. Each LM
periodically generates a threshold-signed acknowledgement
message, which contains, for each logical link, the sequence
number through which the LM has received all previous
messages. The generation of the acknowledgement is triggered by executing an LM timeout, as described in Section 4. Servers could also piggy-back acknowledgements

on regular outgoing messages for more timely, fine-grained
feedback. The peer server for each incoming logical link
sends the acknowledgement to its corresponding forwarder,
which presents the acknowledgement to the servers in the
sending LM.
The acknowledgement serves two purposes. First, it is
used to determine which messages need to be retransmitted
over the link to achieve reliability. This reliability is guaranteed even if the current forwarder is replaced, since the
next forwarder knows exactly which messages remain unacknowledged and should be resent. Second, the servers in
the sending LM use the acknowledgement to evaluate the
performance of the current forwarder. Each server in the
sending LM maintains a queue of the unacknowledged messages on each logical link, placing an LM timeout on the acknowledgement of the first message in the queue. If, before
the timeout expires, the forwarder presents an acknowledgement indicating the message was successfully received by
the receiving LM, the timeout is canceled and a new timeout is set on the next message in the queue. However, if
the timeout expires before such an acknowledgement is received, the servers suspect that the virtual link is faulty and
elect the next forwarder. This mechanism can be augmented
to enforce a higher throughput of acknowledged messages
by placing a timeout on a batch of messages. Of course,
BLink does not guarantee delivery when a site at one or
both ends of the logical link is Byzantine.
Fairness: The third technique used by BLink addresses
the dependency between the evaluation of the virtual link
forwarder and the performance of the leader of the agreement protocol in the receiving LM. Intuitively, if the leader
in the receiving LM could selectively refuse to order certain messages or could delay them too long, then a correct
forwarder (in the sending LM) might not be able to collect
an acknowledgement in time to convince the other servers
that it sent the messages correctly. We would like to settle
on a correct virtual link to the extent possible, and thus we
augment the agreement protocol with a fairness mechanism.
When a peer receives an incoming message, it disseminates the message within the site; all servers then forward
the message to the leader of the agreement protocol and
expect it to initiate the message for ordering such that the
message can be executed by the LM. To ensure fairness,
servers must place a timeout on the leader of the agreement
protocol to prevent the selective starvation of a particular
incoming logical link. Servers within the LM maintain a
queue for each incoming logical link. When the leader receives a message to be ordered, it places the message on the
appropriate queue. The leader then attempts to order messages off of the queues in round-robin fashion. Since incoming link messages have link-based sequence numbers,
all servers know which message should be the next one ordered for each link. Thus, upon receiving the next message

on a link, a server places a timeout on the message and attempts to replace the leader if the message is not ordered in
time. We describe our mechanism for preventing the starvation of any particular client in [3].

5.2

Other BLink Sub-protocols

We now consider the problem of inter-LM communication when one or both of the LMs is implemented using a
benign fault-tolerant state machine replication protocol. We
first consider the (benign, Byzantine) and (Byzantine, benign) cases. As in the (Byzantine, Byzantine) case, the
number of virtual links that compose each logical link is
equal to the number of servers in LMA times the number
of servers in LMB . In the following discussion, we assume
that the number of servers in LMA , A′ , is greater than or
equal to the number of servers, in LMB , B ′ . If LMA runs
a Byzantine fault-tolerant protocol and LMB runs a benign
fault-tolerant protocol, then 3FA +1 ≥ 2FB +1. Otherwise,
we have 2FA + 1 ≥ 3FB + 1.
We use the same selection order as for the (Byzantine, Byzantine) case, and we use an argument similar to
the one found in Section 5.1 to obtain the ratio of correct
to faulty virtual links. In the extended version of this paper [3], we show that at least 1/3 of the virtual links are
correct. Further, when LMA is Byzantine fault-tolerant,
the maximum number of consecutive faulty links (V Lmax )
is bounded at max(⌊2.5FA ⌋, 3FA − 2); when LMA is
benign fault-tolerant, V Lmax is bounded at max(2FA −
1, ⌊ 35 FA ⌋). Intuitively, the difference in the bounds is attributed to the difference in the ratio of faulty servers within
LMB : when LMB is Byzantine, the ratio is only 1/3, but
when LMB is benign, the ratio is 1/2.
In the (benign, benign) case, each logical link consists
of (2FA + 1) · (2FB + 1) virtual links. This yields a ratio of 1/4 correct virtual links. Since no server in either
LM is Byzantine, it is possible to use a simple and efficient
selection order to cycle through the virtual links. The approach assumes that the correct servers in the sending LM
can communicate equally well with the correct servers in
the receiving LM. This assumption implies that there is no
need for the sending LM to replace a correct forwarder. The
sending LM thus allows its forwarder to try different peers
until it establishes a correct virtual link. The forwarder will
need to cycle through at most FB + 1 such peers before
finding a correct one. The servers in the sending LM can
use a standard ping/Hello protocol to monitor the status of
the current forwarder. A server only votes to replace the forwarder if it has not received a response from the forwarder
within a timeout period.
When a forwarder detects that a peer is faulty, it locally broadcasts a message indicating that the peer should
be skipped by other forwarders. The next forwarder then

Sub-protocol
(Byz, Byz)
(Byz, Benign)
(Benign, Byz)
(Benign, Benign)

Correct links
4/9
1/3
1/3
1/4

V Lmax upper bound
2FA
max(⌊2.5FA ⌋, 3FA − 2)
max(⌊2.5FA ⌋, 3FA − 2)
FA + FB

Table 1: The ratio of correct virtual links and the maximum number of
consecutive faulty virtual links for each BLink sub-protocol.

picks up where the last forwarder left off. In this way, one
can think of the logical machine as rotating through a single sequence of peers. Note that subsequent forwarders
may eventually send to peers that were previously diagnosed as faulty, because a correct peer may be diagnosed as
faulty due to a transient network partition. In the extended
version of this paper, we show that V Lmax is bounded
at FA + FB . We can use a similar strategy in the (benign, Byzantine) case; however, the technique is not applicable to the (Byzantine, benign) case, since the forwarder
cannot be trusted to find a correct peer.
We summarize our results in Table 1.

6 Performance Optimizations
Our composable architecture has significant computational overhead, because each LM must order all events
that cause state transitions in the wide-area protocol. This
Byzantine fault-tolerant ordering (which in our architecture
uses digital signatures) is computationally costly. In addition, each LM threshold signs all outgoing messages, which
imposes an even greater computational cost. Consequently,
we use Merkle hash trees [29] to amortize the cost of threshold signing, and we improve the performance of LM event
processing via well-known aggregation techniques. These
optimizations are applied only to the local protocols. Thus,
there is a one-to-one correspondence between wide-area
messages in an optimized, composable protocol and its unoptimized equivalent.
Merkle Tree Based Signatures: Instead of threshold signing every outgoing message, we generate a single threshold signature, based on a Merkle hash tree, that
is used to authenticate several messages. Each outgoing
message is self-contained, including everything necessary
for validation (except the public key). The leaf nodes in a
Merkle hash tree contain the hashes of the messages that
need to be sent. Each of the internal nodes contains a hash
of the concatenation of the two hashes in its children nodes.
The signature is generated over the hash contained in the
root. When a message is sent, we include the series of
hashes that can be used to generate the root hash. The number of included hashes is log(N ), where N is the number of
messages that were signed with the single signature.
Logical Machine Event Processing: We use the aggregation technique described in [8] to increase the through-

put of local event processing by the LM. The LM orders
several events at once, allowing the LM to order thousands
of events per second over LANs while providing Byzantine
fault tolerance. With this performance, it is likely that the
incoming wide-area bandwidth will limit throughput.

7 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our composable architecture, we implemented our protocols, including all necessary
communication and cryptographic functionality.
Testbed and Network Setup: We used a network topology consisting of 5 wide-area sites, each containing 16
physical machines, to quantify the performance of our system. In order to facilitate comparisons with Steward, we
chose to use the same topology and numbers of machines
used in [5]. If BFT is run within a site, then the site can
tolerate up to 5 Byzantine servers. If Paxos is run within
a site, then the site can tolerate 7 benign server failures. If
BFT is run on the wide area, then the system can tolerate
one Byzantine site compromise. If Paxos is run on the wide
area, then the system remains available if no more than two
sites are disconnected from the others.
Our experimental testbed consists of a cluster with
twenty 3.2 GHz, 64-bit Intel Xeon computers. Each computer can compute a 1024-bit RSA signature in 1.3 ms and
verify it in 0.07 ms. For n=16, k=6, 1024-bit threshold cryptography which we use for these experiments, a computer
can compute a partial signature and verification proof in 3.9
ms and combine the partial signatures in 3.4 ms. The leader
site was fully deployed on 16 machines, and the other 4 sites
were emulated by one computer each.
Each emulating computer performed the role of a representative of a complete 16 server site. Thus, our testbed is
equivalent to an 80 node system distributed across 5 sites.
Upon receiving a message, the emulating computers busywaited for the time it took a 16 server site to handle that
packet and reply to it, including intra-site communication
and computation. We also modeled the aggregation used
by our composable architecture. We determined busy-wait
times for each type of packet by benchmarking the different
types of ordering protocols on a fully deployed, 16 server
site. The Spines [2] messaging system was used to emulate
latency and throughput constraints on the wide-area links.
Wide-area links were limited to 10 Mbps in all tests.
We compared the performance results of five protocols,
four of which use our composable architecture:
Paxos/Paxos, BFT/Paxos, Paxos/BFT, BFT/BFT. The fifth
is a new implementation of Steward, which includes the option of using the same optimization techniques used in our
new architecture. The updates in our experiments carried a
payload of 200 bytes, representative of an SQL statement.
We exclusively use RSA signatures for authentication,

Protocol
Steward
Paxos/Paxos
BFT/Paxos
Paxos/BFT
BFT/BFT

Protocol Rounds
Wide Area Local Area
2
4
2
6
3
8
2
11
3
15

Total
6
8
11
13
18

Protocol Computational Costs
Protocol
Threshold RSA Sign
RSA Sign
Steward
1
3
Paxos/Paxos
0
2 + (S − 1)
BFT/Paxos
0 3 + 2(S − 1)
Paxos/BFT
1 3 + 2(S − 1)
BFT/BFT
2 4 + 4(S − 1)

Table 2: Normal-case protocol rounds.

Table 3: Number of expensive cryptographic operations that each server at
the leader site does per update during normal-case operation.

both for consistency with our previous work and to provide
non-repudiation, which is valuable when identifying malicious servers. The benign fault-tolerant protocols use RSA
signatures to protect against external attackers. While it is
possible to use more efficient cryptography in the compositions based on Paxos, these changes do not significantly affect performance when our optimizations are used. We also
note that BFT can use MACs, which improves its latency
and results in much better performance when no aggregation is used. However, this change has a smaller effect on
our optimized protocols, because the total update latency is
dominated by the wide-area latency.

continental US), 10Mbps links. Each client sends an update
to a server in its site, waits for proof that the update was
ordered, and then immediately injects the next update.
Figure 4 shows update throughput as a function of the
number of clients. In all of the protocols, throughput initially increases as the number of clients increases. When
the load on the CPU reaches 100%, throughput plateaus.
This graph shows the performance benefit of Steward’s architecture. In Steward, external wide-area accept messages
are not ordered before the replicas process them. Steward achieves over twice the performance of Paxos/BFT, its
equivalent composition, reflecting the price of clean separation. Steward even outperforms Paxos/Paxos, which has
more ordering and RSA signature generation, but does not
use threshold signatures. The initial slope of these curves
is most dependent on the number of wide-area protocol
rounds. The peak performance of each of the protocols is
a function of the number of cryptographic operations (see
Table 3). The Paxos/BFT composition has about twice the
throughput of the BFT/BFT composition, and it has approximately half of the cryptographic costs. A similar relationship exists between Paxos/Paxos and BFT/Paxos.
Figure 5 shows average update latency measured at the
clients as a function of the number of clients. In each of
the curves, the update latency remains approximately constant until the CPU is 100% utilized, at which point, latency
climbs as the number of clients increases. In our system, we
queue client updates if the system is overburdened and inject these updates in the order in which they were received.
Figures 6 and 7 show the results for the same tests as
above with 100 ms network diameter. We observe the same
maximum bandwidth and latency trends. Additional latency
on the wide-area links reduces the slope of the lines in Figure 6 (update throughput), but has no effect on the maximum throughput that is achieved.
Performance of Optimized Protocols: We now present
the performance of the five protocols with the optimizations described in Section 6. In these protocols, the cost
of the cryptographic operations listed in Table 3 are amortized over several updates when CPU load is high. In contrast to the unoptimized protocols, none of our optimized
protocols were CPU limited in the following tests. Maximum throughput was always limited by wide-area band-

Protocol Rounds and Cryptographic Costs: Table 2
shows the number of normal-case protocol rounds, where
view changes do not occur, in Steward and in each of the
four combinations of our composable architecture. The protocol rounds are classified as wide-area when the message
is sent between sites, and local-area when it is sent between
two physical machines within a site. The difference in total
rounds ranges from 6 (Steward) to 18 (BFT/BFT). However,
it is important to observe that all of the protocols listed have
either two or three wide-area rounds.
Table 3 shows the computationally expensive cryptographic operations required for each update during normalcase operation at the leader site when the optimizations presented in Section 6 are not used. The costs are a function
of the number of sites, denoted by S. The table shows the
number of threshold signatures to which each server in the
leader must contribute and the number of RSA signatures
that each server in the leader site must compute. In the
tests presented in this paper, the unoptimized versions of our
algorithm are always limited by computational resources.
Consequently, these costs are inversely proportional to the
maximum throughput.
Architectural Comparison: To evaluate the overhead
of our composable architecture compared to that of Steward, we first compare the performance of the five protocols
when the optimizations presented in Section 6 are not used.
Note that that the unoptimized results do not reflect our architecture’s actual performance; we specifically removed
the optimizations to provide a clear picture of their benefits. We used a symmetric configuration where all sites are
connected to each other with 50 ms (emulating crossing the
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width constraints. In all cases, the optimized protocols increased throughput by at least a factor of 4 compared to their
unoptimized versions.
In Figures 8 and 10 (discussed below), we include two
theoretical throughput upper bounds of a Paxos/BFT composition in which LMs redundantly send physical messages
over the wide area to ensure reliable inter-LM communication. We computed the maximum throughput by assuming
that the wide-area Proposal message sent from the leader
site contains at least a signed update from the client and an
RSA signature from the LM (456 bytes total). We present
bounds based on (1) an (f + 1)2 protocol where the leader
site would need to redundantly send 36 of these messages
to each of the other 4 sites per update and (2) a (2f + 1)
peer protocol where the leader site would redundantly send
11 messages to each site per update. The second protocol was included within the original Steward system for use
during view changes, but we are unaware of any other systems that use it. The upper bound is the throughput at which
the leader site’s outgoing link reaches saturation. The difference between the redundant send upper bounds and the
performance of Paxos/BFT (with BLink) attests to the im-
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portance of the BLink protocol.
Figure 8 shows the update throughput as a function of
the number of clients. The relative maximum throughput
and slopes of the curves are very different from the unoptimized versions. For example, Paxos/Paxos, Steward,
and Paxos/BFT have almost the same maximum throughput. This attests to the effectiveness of the optimizations in
greatly reducing the performance overhead associated with
clean separation. The optimization improves the performance of the compositions more than it improves Steward
because the composable architecture uses many more local
rounds. In a wide-area environment, local rounds are relatively inexpensive if they do not consume too much computational resources. The optimizations eliminate this computational bottleneck. Thus, performance of the optimized
version is predominantly dependent on the number of widearea protocol rounds.
The local-area protocol has a smaller, but significant,
effect on performance. The slopes of the curves are different because of the difference in latency contributed by
the local-area protocols. BFT and threshold signing contribute the greatest latency. As a result, Steward has a
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steeper slope than its equivalent composition, Paxos/BFT.
Here also, we can see the benefit of Steward, but the performance difference is considerably smaller than in the unoptimized protocols. Paxos contributes very little latency
and therefore, Paxos/Paxos’s performance slightly exceeds
Steward’s. Note that Paxos/Paxos benefits slightly more
than Steward from the optimizations, because Paxos/Paxos
locally orders more messages than Steward (which orders
the update locally only once).
Figure 9 shows the average update latency in the same
experiment. Although aggregation is commonly associated
with an increase in latency, the optimized protocols have
similar or lower latency compared to the unoptimized variants. An LM locally orders at least two external messages
to execute a client’s update. Therefore, even with a single
client in the system, if the external accept messages arrive
at about the same time, the latency can be lower with aggregation. When there are many clients, the average latency
of the optimized protocols is considerably less than that of
the unoptimized protocols, because the optimized protocols
have much higher maximum throughput. Figures 10 and 11
show the same trends on a 100 ms diameter network.
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Discussion: Our optimized composable architecture
achieves practical performance, with throughputs of hundreds of updates per second, even while offering the
strong security guarantees of BFT/BFT. The performance of
Paxos/BFT represents a factor of 4 improvement compared
with the previous state of the art for wide-area Byzantine
replication (i.e., unoptimized Steward). The performance
of the unoptimized protocols is computationally limited and
reflects the cost associated with achieving composability
and flexibility. Our results show that the optimizations effectively eliminate this performance bottleneck.

8 Related Work
State Machine Replication: Lamport [20] and Schneider [37] introduced and popularized state machine replication, where deterministic replicas execute a totally ordered
stream of events that cause state transitions. Therefore, all
replicas proceed through exactly the same states. This technique can be used to implement replicated information access systems, databases, and other services. The SM approach has been used in many systems to construct fault-

tolerant logical machines out of collections of physical machines. We mention several of these systems here.
Schlichting and Schneider [36] discuss the implementation and use of k-fail-stop processors, which are composed
of several potentially Byzantine processors. Benign faulttolerant protocols safely run on top of these fail-stop processors even in the presence of Byzantine faults.
The Delta-4 system [31] uses an intrusion-tolerant architecture and provides services for data authentication, storage, and authorization. Like our current work, the system
constructs logical entities out of multiple physical machines
via the SM approach; it also employs protocols to make
communication between the logical entities efficient. However, these protocols assume that the communicating parties
are fail-silent, whereas our current work constructs Byzantine fault-tolerant links between logical entities.
The Voltan system of Brasileiro, et al. [6] uses the SM
approach to construct two-processor fail-silent nodes that
either work correctly or become silent if an internal failure
of one of the processes is detected. Each message send from
one logical node to another requires sending four physical
messages over the network, reducing the system’s applicability to bandwidth-constrained wide-area environments.
The Starfish system of Kihlstrom and Narasimhan [19]
builds an intrusion-tolerant middleware service by using a
hierarchical membership structure and end-to-end intrusion
detection. The system uses a central, hardened core that
offers strong security guarantees. The core is augmented
by “arms,” with weaker security guarantees, that can be removed in the case of a security breach.
The Thema system of Merideth, et al. [28] uses SM
replication to build Byzantine fault-tolerant Web Services.
Standard Web Service clients access the Byzantine faulttolerant service using a client library. Thema allows Byzantine fault-tolerant services to safely access non-replicated
Web Services.
The MAFTIA system of Verissimo, et al. [40] uses architectural hybridization to build mechanisms for intrusion tolerance by transforming untrusted components into trusted
components. The hybrid architecture is built in the wormhole model [39], where different parts of the system operate under different fault assumptions and are thus resilient
to different types of attack. For example, if trusted components (e.g., a reliable channel, a processor whose results can
be trusted) are available, the system can be configured to run
protocols that take advantage of them to achieve increased
performance (e.g., [9]). In contrast, our system assumes all
components are untrusted, allowing a similar performanceresilience tradeoff by deploying either a benign or a Byzantine fault-tolerant protocol in each site and on the wide area.
Byzantine Fault-tolerant SMR Protocols: Although
our prototype system deployed BFT [7], we mention several other Byzantine fault-tolerant agreement protocols that

can be used for SM replication.
Doudou, et al. [13] decompose the problem of Byzantine fault-tolerant SMR via a series of abstractions. The
replication problem is reduced to an atomic multicast protocol, which itself is composed of a reliable multicast component and a solution to the weak interactive consistency
problem. The latter uses a Byzantine failure detector for
detecting mute processes (i.e., processes from which, from
some time on, a correct process stops receiving messages).
Yin, et al. [41] describe a Byzantine fault-tolerant replication architecture that separates the agreement component
that orders requests from the execution component that processes them. Their architecture reduces the number of storage replicas to 2f +1 and provides a privacy firewall, which
prevents a compromised server from divulging sensitive information.
Correia, et al. [10] reduce the number of replicas needed
for SM replication from 3f + 1 to 2f + 1 by augmenting the
Byzantine, asynchronous model with a distributed trusted
component, the Trusted Timely Computing Base (TTCB).
The local TTCBs of the replication servers are assumed not
to be malicious, and they communicate over a synchronous
control network providing real-time delay guarantees. The
TTCBs run a fault-tolerant protocol to assign an ordering
to protocol messages, and these protocol messages are then
exchanged over the asynchronous payload network.
Martin and Alvisi [27] recently introduced a two-round
Byzantine consensus algorithm, which uses 5f + 1 servers
to overcome f faults. Their approach trades potentially
lower availability for increased performance. The protocol
is well-suited for use in our architecture as the wide-area
protocol, since it would reduce the number of wide-area
crossings from three to two.
Fault-tolerant CORBA: State machine replication has
also been used to increase the fault-tolerance and availability of CORBA services.
The Object Group Service (OGS) of Felber, et al. [15]
provides a composable, modular architecture for replicating
CORBA objects. The OGS implements several component
CORBA services, such as group multicast, group membership, and distributed consensus, which are then composed to
implement group communication services; this group communication service is then used for replication.
The FTS system of Friedman and Hadad [17] uses active
replication to construct a lightweight fault tolerance service
for CORBA. The system survives network partitions, allowing updates in a single partition but allowing other partitions
to remain alive until they reconnect.
The Immune system of Narasimhan, et al. [30] provides
support for survivable CORBA applications by replicating
both client and server objects. When a replicated client objects invokes an operation on a replicated server object, each
client object sends a message to each server object via the

SecureRing multicast protocol [18], and the servers employ
majority voting to mask faulty behavior; the responses are
sent from server to client in similar fashion. While the logical machines in our architecture could use SecureRing to
communicate with one another (with one group for each
pair of neighboring logical machines), doing so would result in many redundant messages being sent over the widearea network during normal-case operation, greatly limiting
performance.
Byzantine Fault-tolerant Group Communication:
Also related to our work are group communication systems
resilient to Byzantine failures [12, 14, 18, 32, 33].
Both Rampart [33] and SecureRing [18] provide services
for messaging (atomic multicast) and membership. Rampart uses a designated server in each view, the sequencer,
to assign an ordering to messages, while SecureRing orders
messages via a logical token ring. Both systems rely on a
Byzantine failure detector for liveness and maintain safety
provided that there are fewer than one third faulty servers.
The ITUA system [12, 32], developed by BBN
Technologies and the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, focuses on providing intrusion-tolerant group
services. It employs the principle of unpredictable adaptability to overcome intelligent adversaries.
Drabkin, et al. [14] describe a Byzantine version of
the JazzEnsemble system, providing a formal definition of
Byzantine virtual synchrony. The system uses the idea of
fuzzy membership: each node is given an indication of how
fuzzy the other group members are, with low fuzziness indicating a well-responding server and high fuzziness indicating a server that is not very responsive. Detection of Byzantine behavior in this context is encapsulated by fuzzy mute
and fuzzy verbose failure detectors.
Quorum Replication: Quorum systems obtain Byzantine fault tolerance by applying quorum replication methods [23]. Examples of such systems include Phalanx [26]
and Fleet [24, 25]. The HQ protocol [11] combines the use
of quorum replication with Byzantine fault-tolerant agreement, using a more lightweight quorum-based protocol during normal-case operation and BFT to resolve contention
when it arises.

9 Conclusions
This paper presented a customizable, scalable replication
architecture, tailored to systems that span multiple widearea sites. Our architecture constructs logical machines (enhanced for use on wide-area networks) out of the physical
machines in each site using the state machine approach, enabling free substitution of the fault tolerance method used
in each site and in the wide-area replication protocol. We
presented BLink, a new Byzantine fault-tolerant communication protocol that provides efficient and reliable wide-

area communication between logical machines. BLink was
shown to be a critical addition to the logical machine abstraction for wide-area networks, where bandwidth constraints limit performance. An experimental evaluation
showed that our optimized architecture achieves a maximum wide-area Byzantine replication throughput at least
four times higher than the previous state of the art.
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